Seven Forgotten
Marketing Success Keys

Hidden in Plain Sight

Rediscover the power keys to open
masterful business success

In 15 words, here’s how this book can help you.

Apply my 7 keys to win more profitable sales
opportunities and increase business efficiency.
Through internal and external marketing consulting/coaching, I
support leaders to create positive change in behavior and process
which fortifies their performance, their people, and their future.
External marketing is what your business promises to the world
through your unique differentiation.
Internal marketing is how you and your people ensure delivery
on those external promises.
Everything a business does is about marketing and people!
Marketing is an activity /process for creating, conveying and
delivering products, services that bring value to customers.
I repeat; everything in business is about marketing.
Every operation, every product/service, every success hinges on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People working with purpose.
People overcoming limitations.
People transforming opportunities.
People conveying extraordinary value.
People making decisions that work.
People engaged in leadership of self and of others.
People leading with confident integrity.

With 30+ years of front-lines experience, I help CEOs, executives,
business owners, teams and managers overcome barriers, limiting
beliefs, and plateaus to achieve the performance they seek.
If you have a company that should stand out,
don’t let it blend in with all the others out
there!

Gain a stunning and liberating new
clarity for your business.

ONE

Conveying a Socratic-based, unique value difference
is critical to you.
The significant opportunity comes through
transforming your business/product to what
it is intended to be, and convey it’s “magic.”
There’s a great deal of hype out there about transformation.
Transformation is a deep and significant change, after which,
your understanding of yourself or business has dramatically
shifted.
This is precisely what the MAPP© achieves (next page).
It takes you to a transforming outcome so you see your business, yourself and your people in a whole new way.
The MAPP also discovers themes, blind spots, beliefs and
patterns that may no longer be useful and can be hindering
you.
The MAPP results are at once predictable and unique.
Predictable because results are derived from my proven MAPP
process. Unique because just as no two people are the same,
no two organizations are the same. What makes you different
is what makes you money.

Someone once dreamed of flying.
People who think that way change our lives.
Companies that act that way change our world.

TWO

The MAPP: Marketing Analysis
Profile Process©

The MAPP© delivers your business
value-difference through a Socratic
differentiation method that also
uncovers missed opportunities.
This is a proprietary no-nonsense tool that is so effective, the
results are guaranteed. The MAPP brings surprising solutions in
any business category at high velocity. For instance:
-Differentiated Value Identity.
The MAPP©
-Support Price Points.
A Life Changing
-Qualify Better Prospects.
Business Process
-Align with the prospect’s value benefit.
-Differentiated Selling.
-Product Repositioning.
-Prepare Sales People Effectively.
-Revitalize Existing Products.
-Create a collective ability to drive the company forward.
-Application of A.I.C.P. the forgotten golden rule of selling.
The MAPP builds actionable solutions; having been proven in the
field for nearly three decades with businesses from small to
midsize to the Fortune 500.

When was the last time you looked deeply,
objectively and courageously into your business
opportunities and uniqueness?

Reliance on technology for
marketing: The New Myth.

THREE

Based on YouTube, Cloud, Social Networks, Websites and
others, you’d think marketing is now all about Technology.
Get lost in that belief and you can miss connecting to
buyers. It’s not technology that reaches them; it’s the value
message differentiation that aligns with them—that’s what
makes technology effective for you.
A marketing lesson, brought to you by the Klingons.
Star Trek’s Captain Jean-Luc Picard fought Klingons. Their
cloaking technology made their ship invisible. Cloaking is the
antithesis of what your business wants. But without differentiated messages to engage your audience, you are invisible.

The Klingons wanted to be invisible. You don’t!
Technology alone doesn’t get you on the buyer’s
radar screen, your message difference
does. The onslaught of daily messages is
a merciless cacophony. You need more
than technology filled with commodity
messages to get through.
Heed the reality:
An undifferentiated business is ignored by buyers.
Technology itself can never make a commodity message
attractive to buyers. In fact, it can make you more invisible
more often. The greater the technological assault of undifferentiated messages, the more it becomes invisible.
Technology might reach buyers, but it doesn’t mean it will
connect with them. That should be keeping you up at night.

FOUR

A. I .C. P.

The most valuable letters ever!

Every purchase goes through A.I.C.P. Yet, it has been undervalued. Your sales and marketing strategies are minimized unless
they support A.I.C.P.
Awareness. Buyers look for solutions. It’s your responsibility
to make buyers aware of your unique solution with consistency.
This is how you begin connecting your solutions with buyers.
Interest. Convey consistent, compelling messages to create
attention and alignment so buyers want to learn more about
you.
Consideration.
The buyer moves into the Consideration phase which supports
closing in on the Purchase. Hopefully your company remained
in the buyer's A.I.C.P process flow, otherwise you’ve remained
invisible.

Purchase.
The sales transaction is closed. You became the buyer’s only
logical solution. What a great way to do business. Buyers very
rarely purchase on the spot—they go through the A.I.C.P.
process, and you must stay with them throughout.
Unless you have one of these in
your closet, you need the
effective support of the MAPP.

The power of commitment
and purpose.

FIVE

For business effectiveness, consistency is key. It reaches into
where you are taking your business and how your people can
align and contribute. That requires commitment of purpose
which adds value to you, your people and your business.

Commitment not Motivation
Motivation is important, but it will not sustain your efforts.
It may last a few days or even weeks, but it isn’t sustainable.
“Commitment” is powerful when good people know who
they are, know the company’s North Star, and are aligned to
get there. My approach helps leaders and their people achieve
the future they have in mind.
A business operating in clarified purpose with exceptional
value, drives business opportunities.
What makes a business overwhelmingly successful is when
leaders and their people function with purpose and believe
their company can make a positive difference in the world.

Motivation alone cannot create that. You need purpose and
commitment to create the reality you’re after.

Do you ever think back about what you
were reaching for?

Every business has a destiny!
It’s still there.
Waiting!

SIX

Creativity! The business
power tool.

Creativity can be overblown, undervalued, mishandled,
misunderstood: or it can be effective. Creativity is the way you
express ideas and how you and your audience view your
business.
It’s all about conveying that “magic” (exceptional value), only
your business can offer. Without achieving distinction you’re
lost in the fray of sameness and commodity. Which means low
price.
Creativity begins with your company’s sense of purpose and the
clarity of your business significance. That’s what creates
opportunities.
As a company leader, you must exercise the will to step out.
Creativity requires forward thinking and a dose of “risk.”
When a business conveys “commodity,”
when there’s no magic—
when there’s no passion—
this is what your audience sees:

Now that’s absolutely terrifying!

Without a clear value-difference, and meaningful
purpose, prospects can only judge you on price!

Yes you still need to integrate
business methods!

SEVEN

Google, the king of cyber space, the overseer of keywords,
landlord of the internet …yes that Google, contacted me.
Google knows me well, my online habits, searches and of course I
do business with them. They wanted to entice me to use more of
their tools. Guess what, the digital giant did not communicate with
me by email or sponsored banner. Surprise! Surprise!
Look at the technology they used below, and look closely.
Is that a … what? No … it can’t be … can it?
A windowed envelope?
A printed tri-fold brochure? Yes printed.
BUT WAIT… is that a plastic card with a $100 offer?
Yes, I can run my fingers across the silky smooth plastic finish.
The Big Cheese in Cyber City also offers me—are you ready—a three
dimensional “coupon.” I almost forgot, there's a cover letter too.
But people keep saying that all this went out with the T-Rex. Yet, the
heavyweight champion of the digital universe pursued me with an
amazing technology: Direct Mail.
Integrating external communication is vital. Enough said!

“Rumors of my
demise are greatly
exaggerated!”
—Direct Mail

FOR
CONSIDERATION

I work with CEOs, entrepreneurs, executives, directors, managers,
teams and start-ups. The clients I seek have already tasted success,
but know there’s more to achieve. They are driven to make a difference through their people, products, services and talents.
I can say confidently that I know your world! I built three companies;
two from scratch. I’ve had to pay salaries and keep sales coming in. I
also worked as an executive in a Fortune 200 publicly held company,
as an internal consultant, directly for the CEO, and I’ve worked as a
solo act. I’m familiar with all the “mind combat” and what works.
Here are some of the ways I can work with you, and this applies even
if you have a marketing firm, because they can’t do it all, and they
don’t know it all. Don’t lock yourself into one mindset! I am often
called in on special projects. No complex contracts or entanglements.
My involvement is coaching a business:
• Teach you to apply the MAPP© Socratic method.
• Define your true differentiated value message.
• Create customer value benefit.
• Revitalize existing products.
• Support your efforts in A.I.C.P.
• Help your people into alignment.
• Leadership enhancement.
• Engage teams.
• One on one coaching.

Stop managing consequences and
s tart managing your business future.

MAPP©: Marketing Analysis Profile Process.
A Socratic method uncovers your company’s unique value
difference and the opportunities you may be missing. Goes
to the core of the business to uncover the value solution to
connect to your audience’s cost benefit ratio.
LAPP 360©: Leadership Archetype Profile Process. Clarifies
your compelling motivational pattern. Delves into the
drivers that motivate an individual, based on idiosyncratic
research, and inherent personal style. LAPP is the result of
systematic, proven application in business.
Return to the Well: When the business vision that was
started isn’t the current reality—hardly anyone knows
what to do when a vision is paralyzed. There is way to
regenerate your dream without starting over.

Leadership of Self: Working through The Five Columns of
Self-Leadership to rejuvenate leadership effectiveness.

In my view—what could be better than working with people—
walking, talking storehouses of potential.
How quickly we are amazed by technology while totally
overlooking the real amazement: the people who created it all!

You invest time, money and a lot of heart in your
business, don’t ever settle for mediocre results.
When was the last time you had an unbiased
conversation about your business? Perhaps the time
is now.

Over the years here’s some of what I’ve heard from many top executives,
and business owners across business categories that points directly to
internal and external marketing:
•

Prospects really don’t understand how significantly our solutions can
help them; they don’t view us as different than the competition.

•

Some of our customers are buying products that we sell from other
companies. It drives me crazy!

•

We really need to get customers and prospects to pay more attention
to our products/services.

•

I’m sure we offer much more value to our audience than we express.

•

Customers and prospects don’t have us at top-of-mind.

•

Our people just don’t seem to be engaged or energized!
If any of these issues or others like them affect you, we should
schedule a complimentary call.

Al Pirozzoli pirozzolimarketing@gmail.com
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